Making renewables
work for you
Integrated Management Services from

Assets that perform better
than the industry standard

Bespoke management services
for your renewable energy asset
Running a renewable energy asset can be challenging.
Negotiating Power Purchase Agreements, dealing with Ofgem,
health and safety requirements, O&M contractors, financials,
performance monitoring and reporting can be a lot to deal
with without the help of an experienced Asset Manager.
With 20 years of experience in the
sector, Eco2 is one of the UK’s leading
renewable energy Asset Managers.
Our teams manage assets of all sizes,
including for the biggest renewables
investment funds in the UK and
Ireland.

Whatever your need or your budget,
Eco2 can manage everything involved
in running your renewable energy asset
and make renewables work for you.
Find out more about how Eco2
can manage your renewable energy
asset at eco2uk.com/AMS

Your one-stop platform for asset
management, optimisation, and O&M
With Eco2, we can offer a one-stop shop to deal with all the
management and maintenance requirements of your asset.
By integrating O&M Management and Asset Management,
we can eliminate layers of margin and bureaucracy to deliver
better value to you, the owner, while maximising your asset’s
overall performance.
Our in-house development and optimisation expertise
enables us to deliver innovative options to asset owners that
can add value to your asset.
Our service is completely bespoke, so we can do as much
or as little as you require. As your Asset Manager we can get
the best out of your existing O&M contractor, as well as other
service providers.
Find out more about how Eco2 can manage your O&M service
at eco2uk.com/OandM

Get the most out of your PPA:
Our excellent relationships with energy offtakers mean that we can often secure more
favourable Power Purchasing Agreements
for our clients. Whether your portfolio covers
several sites, or a single asset, we can help
maximise your income.
Reduce your risk:
Eco2 can handle all the regulatory and
technical management aspects of your project.
We will also make sure your asset is compliant
with Health & Safety regulations, so you will
never be caught out by changes in legislation.
For wind assets, we can also provide 24/7
operational control centre support.
Unlock the value in your asset:
Eco2 has helped generate millions of pounds
of additional revenue for our clients by
leveraging our thorough understanding of
the energy market and the regulator. Even
the biggest investment funds find that they
can improve their Ofgem submissions and
optimise their revenues.
A team you can trust:
With one of Eco2’s experienced Asset Managers
assigned to manage all aspects of your project,
you will have a trusted single point of contact
who cares as much about the performance of
your asset as you do.
Maximising your asset availability:
For Eco2, there is no such thing as ‘good
enough’. We understand that even marginal
gains in performance or availability can
make a huge difference to the profitability of
your asset. As both a Developer and an Asset
Manager, we know the potential issues that
can face all kinds of renewable energy assets
throughout their life cycles, and we can manage
your O&M provider to resolve them quickly.

Find out more about our Asset Management
services at eco2uk.com/AMS

Wide reach, lean delivery
Eco2 have the scale and focus to deliver
excellent value while managing your
asset efficiently. With more than 60 staff,
and coverage throughout the UK and
Ireland, help is never far away. Without the
excessive overheads or rigidity of other asset
managers, Eco2 can offer the best possible
service at highly competitive rates.

Small assets can enjoy
big advantages
At Eco2, we work with all kinds of renewable
energy owners and assets, from single
wind turbines based on farms, up to large
multi-site portfolios. Our relationships and
economies of scale mean we can help all
sizes of owner enjoy advantages that are
typically only available to large investors,
such as access to better PPA deals.

Multi-technology expertise
Eco2’s team has experience across wind,
solar, biomass and anaerobic digestion,
as well as waste-to-energy and landfill gas.
Our experience in both developing and
operating a wide range of renewable
technologies sets us apart in the sector.
Whatever kind of renewable asset you
have, Eco2 can be your one-stop service
provider to help maximise the value of
your entire portfolio.

Get in touch
Find out how Eco2 can maximise the
performance of your renewable energy asset.
Contact Matthew Hughes, now on:
managementservices@eco2uk.com
+44 (0)2920 730 931
eco2uk.com

